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Breakfast 
For your second day, I recommend grabbing a good breakfast at Cosmo Cafe Restaurant or if you're feeling adventurous,
then head to the local market for some small bites. 

Cemetery
Not a weird as you might imagine. Cementario General is a beautiful spot where locals celebrate their loved ones. It's a
beautiful custom in South America and you should stroll around to experience its uniqueness and beauty. Do not forget that
this is a place of burial so be as respectful as possible. The place also has an interesting history and is worth reading about in
more depth. 

Lunch 
If you haven't had the local chifa yet, I recommend trying Chifa & Thai, for some interesting local fusions. Joy Ride Cafe is
another recommendation if you'd prefer a more tourist experience. 

Parque Bolivar 
This park is a nice place for people watching and a calm afternoon relaxation. There isn't much to do in Parque Bolivar,        
 but you will find a random Eiffel Tower there. It's a good spot to grab some cotton candy and absorb the city. 

Dinner 
If you'd like a more "upscale" experience, head to El Huerto, a spot located a little further outside of town. For a closer spot, I
recommend having at least one meal at the Balconies of Plaza de 25 de mayo. The spot gives you nice views. 

Go out 
Sucre is definitely a good place to enjoy some nightlife. The majority of the hostel bars are primarily filled with travelers, but
at places like KulturBerlin, you will also find a ton of locals too. Goblin Bar, Joy Ride, or Red Lion are also known pubs in
town. For a truly local atmosphere, head to Mitos Discoteca. 

Day 2 - More Sucre Activities

Breakfast 
Start your day with a good breakfast. Sucre is located at a high altitude so not getting the proper nutrition and hydration
will make your experience a lot harder than it has to be. Some good places are Condor Cafe, El German, or Cafe Time.

Walking tour 
As always, I will recommend a walking tour for a city that deserves one. Sucre has a ton of history and interesting facts about
it and you'll be able to cover a lot of it on a tour. All the bigger hostels offer them on the spot so check with them first. 
If you cannot make the tour, make sure to at least stop at Plaza 25 de mayo, Sucre Cathedral, then head to the Central
Market. Then, make your way to one of the museums like the Museo del Tesoro or ASUR for example, to see some unique
pieces of the city. 

Lunch 
Grab a salteña at one of the street vendors or head to Salteñeria El Patio, for a sit-down experience. Another good lunch
option is Pueblo Chico. 

Monastery de La Recoleta
Prepare for a hike to get to La Recoleta. You can really feel the altitude on the way there! But the views from this spot are
incredible and let you see Sucre from above. Grab a drink at Café Gourmet Mirador and soak in the views for a little longer.
On your way back, a cool pub worth stopping at is Brewcraft. 

Dinner 
Don't forget to make a dinner reservation at my favorite spot in town, La Taverne. It's delicious and a super cute spot for a
date!

Plaza de 25 de mayo 
You should have already seen this spot during the day, but I highly recommend coming back to the Plaza at night. During
the weekends you can find some local bands playing or other smaller shows happening. I loved spending time here and so
will you.
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